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Election is the type of satire where one is more likely to wince than laugh. It is a bit dark and edgy and is reminiscent of American Beauty. The
performances are good, though a bit overwrought%. An entertaining movie that actually makes you think, with many memorable lines, with actors
who look like real people, with an intelligent, literate story line, "Election" is simply too marvelous for words/5(). Election is a solid Hong Kong
gangster film that sets a wealth of narrative pieces in motion which should have resulted in a more satisfying experience than what it did.
Unfortunately too much of 86%. An entertaining movie that actually makes you think, with many memorable lines, with actors who look like real
people, with an intelligent, literate story line, "Election" is simply too marvelous for nufurobe.aromatikashop.ru: Comedy, Romance. Tracy is
smarter than that, and would never occupy such an exposed position. She's the subject of Alexander Payne's "Election," a wicked satire about an
election for student government president, a post Tracy wants to win to go along with her collection of every other prize in school. What sets this
film aside from all the other recent high school movies is that it doesn't limit itself to the world view of . Election () cast and crew credits, including
actors, actresses, directors, writers and more. Oct 31,  · Quirky and dark, ELECTION is one in a line of comedies directed by Alexander Payne
(Citizen Ruth [], About Schmidt [], and Sideways []). Like his other contributions, this one combines fascinating character types, tragic life events,
and dark humor to produce painfully poignant images of contemporary life.4/5. Election R • Comedy • Movie • A teacher tries to subvert the
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election of an annoyingly perky student. Released May 7th, , 'Election' stars Matthew Broderick, Reese Witherspoon, Chris Klein, Jessica
Campbell The R movie has a runtime of about 1 hr 43 min, and received a score of 83 (out of ). The film premiered as an "Official Selection" at the
Cannes Film Festival, before being released in Hong Kong on 20 October , with a Category III rating. A sequel to the film, Election 2 (also known
as Triad Election in the United States), concluded the film, and was released in Cantonese: Hak¹ Se  Wui². Election () directed by Alexander
Payne • Reviews, film + cast • Letterboxd/5(K). Election. Available on: TV Computer Tablet Phone. 4 / 5 stars. 79% 92%. min R Drama,
Comedy Feature Film. Jim McAllister (Matthew Broderick), a well-liked high school government teacher, can't help but notice that successful
student Tracy Flick (Reese. Read More.4/5. Apr 23,  · Election is a spot on movie about elections, characters and black comedy mixed in for fun.
The actors give great lines and they feel like their the character's, they don't seem like they are acting when you watch the movie. Election is one of
the best comedy-dramas of the last twenty years!83%(33). May 02,  · Election officially entered the canon with a Blu-ray edition via the Criterion
Collection, and will eventually be available in its best movie-geek Author: Elisabeth Donnelly. The soundtrack to the witty, satirical comedy
Election features an interesting mix of indie-rock and heavily-promoted alternative bands.6/ In this satirical comedy, a hotly contested high school
election becomes a metaphor for the current state of American politics. Jim McAllister (Matthew Broderick) is a popular and well-respected
instructor at George Washington Carver High School in Omaha, Nebraska, but lately he's been unhappy in both his personal and professional life,
and his anxieties finally come to a head with the school 9/ One of Reese Witherspoon's early breakout roles was playing competitive, brown-noser
Tracy Flick in Election. It turns out in real life, Witherspoon wasn't too different from her big screen alter 83%(33). Election location: Mr
McAllister sets up his assignation with Linda: Rodeway Inn, Fort Crook Road South, Bellevue | Photograph: Rodeway Inn, Bellevue The motel at
which McAllister frantically sets up a much-anticipated assignation was the American Family Inn, now the Rodeway Inn, Fort Crook Road South,
Bellevue, southeast of Omaha. May 08,  · Election Buy or Rent. Rating: R Released: Running time: Wildflower YouTube The Importance of Being
Earnest YouTube Movies. · Comedy $ Buy or Rent In this thrilling Hong Kong action film, every two years the senior members of the Triads elect
a new chairman, and nothing will stop rival leaders from using any means necessary to gain nufurobe.aromatikashop.ru: Louis Koo, Suet Lam,
Tony Leung. Election, What's Eating Gilbert Grape, Bottle Shock, and more! Was Truly The 'Best Movie Year Ever,' Or Was It Just A
Highwater Mark For The Monoculture? By Sonny Bunch • Apr 25, Movie: Election () info with movie soundtracks, credited songs, film score
albums, reviews, news, and more. Election - Official Trailer Surprise! An intelligent, well-written high school story that offers some real ideas to
chew on, rather than simply wallowing in nubile flesh. Apr 24,  · Van Toffler, executive producer and current president of MTV: That year, the
three movies we tried to get made were “Election,” “Go” from Doug Liman and “Being John Malkovich” from Spike Jonze and Charlie Kaufman.
“Election” was the one we got made. We gave nufurobe.aromatikashop.ru staffers 50 movies about elections big and small — from determining
the country's next president to Napoleon Dynamite's desperate pleas to "Vote for Pedro" -- and asked our. Election script at the Internet Movie
Script Database. ELECTION by Alexander Payne & JIM Taylor Third Draft July 22, Based on the novels by Tom Perotta EXT. MILLARD
HIGH -- DAWN The school stretches out before us, slumbering in the overcast morning air. Along the front sidewalk, a lone JANITOR trundles
a garbage bin filled with overstuffed hefty bags. Sometimes the only way to escape the never-ending news cycle of the election is with a politically
inclined movie. From Primary Colors to Game Change, check out 11 election movies to see in Author: Madeline Boardman. Election is sort of an
oddity; it's a movie that takes great pains to reveal supposedly realistic triad rituals, and yet it can still find time for righteous grandstanding AND a
final moment that basically shouts, "the triad is full of bad, bad people.". election , presidential debate, election debate, paul f tompkins, colbert live
aftershow # election # presidential debate # election debate # paul f tompkins # colbert live aftershow love, art, animation, movie, film # love # art
# animation # movie # film. Election is a satirical teen dramedy based on the novel of the same name by Tom Perrotta, starring Matthew
Broderick, Reese Witherspoon and Chris Klein and directed by Alexander Payne.. Overachieving high school student Tracy Flick is running
unopposed for Student Council nufurobe.aromatikashop.ru draws the ire of history and civics teacher Jim McAllister, who hates Tracy's attitude
and feels. Movie reviews for Election. MRQE Metric: See what the critics had to say and watch the trailer. Oct 20,  · Other editorial outlets have
tackled the idea of an election movie and no disrespect to those imaginative casting directors but we’ve decided to tackle our suggestions a bit
differently. Rent Election () starring Matthew Broderick and Reese Witherspoon on DVD and Blu-ray. Get unlimited DVD Movies & TV Shows
delivered to your door /5(2M). Jul 01,  · The Purge: Election Year Synopsis. It’s been two years since Leo Barnes stopped himself from a
regrettable act of revenge on Purge Night. Now as head of security for Senator Charlie Roan, his mission is to protect her in a run for president
and survive the annual ritual%(K). Voila! Finally, the Election script is here for all you quotes spouting fans of the movie starring Reese
Witherspoon. This script is a transcript that was painstakingly transcribed using the screenplay and/or viewings of Election. I know, I know, I still
need to get the cast names in there and I'll be eternally tweaking it, so if you have any corrections, feel free to drop me a line. Apr 23,  · But
''Election'' is a deft dark comedy with a resemblance to ''Rushmore.'' It's smart no matter what. ''Election'' is rated R (Under 17 requires
accompanying parent or adult guardian). Nov 04,  · Napoleon Dynamite (). Napoleon Dynamite may be a geek movie before it is an election
movie, but the election between Pedro Sánchez (Efren Ramirez) and Summer Wheatley (Haylie Duff) plays a Author: Eliza Berman. Famed Hong
Kong director Johnnie To helms this stylish crime thriller about plotting and wrestling for power in the streets and boardrooms of Hong
nufurobe.aromatikashop.ru: Louis Koo, Simon Yam, Nick Cheung. Watch trailers, read customer and critic reviews, and buy Election directed by
Alexander Payne for $/5(). Jul 01,  · Parents need to know that The Purge: Election Year is the third in the series (after The Purge and The Purge:
Anarchy).Like the others, it's extremely gory and violent (though perhaps slightly less so): There's guns and shooting, spurting blood, dead bodies,
car crashes, and a man digging a bullet out of his shoulder. A character is beheaded via guillotine, and people are hanged in a tree.2/5.
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